
 
Dan Kotowski 
State Senator 
M118 Capital Bldg. 
Springfield, IL 62706 
 
Dear Mr. Kotowski, 
 
I am a student at Maine West High School who wants to bring to your attention the issue of same sex 
marriage. I am straight but have many friends who are homosexual, and I want them to have the same 
rights to marriage and what it has to offers like the rest of the heterosexual population. 
 
Growing up, I was taught that America is a proud country for its diversity and its acceptance of others. But 
as I grew up I found out that this is not completely true. America is contradicting itself by not letting 
homosexuals get married. Not only is this policy hurting homosexuals, but it is also hurting their family 
and friends. These friends and families who love them dearly will never get the chance to see them walk 
down the aisle and have the moment that everyone has dreamed of once in their lives. 
 
I’ve done some research on this subject and found that over the past ten years, the number of Americans 
supporting same sex marriage has grown because it has become more accepting in today’s society, and 
there is a an even split between the two sides. “In 2001 Americans opposed same-sex marriage by 57% 
to 35% margin. Today, the public is about evenly split” (Gay Marriage and Homosexuality). If the number 
of supporters for same sex marriage continues to grow, then sooner or later America will be have to make 
it legal. Illinois should be a leading example to the other states and let same sex marriage be legal. 
Furthermore, I would like to point out the fact that not allowing homosexuals to get married is 
discrimination and unfair since “America was founded on the concept that the majority should rule, but the 
rights of the minorities should be protected” (Messerli). Although the majority of people in America are 
heterosexual, the rights of homosexual should be protected because they are the minority. 
 
In the past, interracial marriage was thought of as unusual and was frowned upon. Today, interracial 
marriage is a common thing and has proven to produce healthier babies. I think that if we gave 
homosexuals a chance like we did with interracial marriage, our nation could become a stronger and we 
could actually follow through with what we stand for. With this letter, I hope that you can convince other 
senators to pass a law in Illinois that will let homosexuals get married. 
 
I look forward to hearing from you. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Guen  





Traditionally, in America, marriage is defined as a religious and 
legal commitment between a man  and woman, as well as the 
ultimate expression of love.

Since the 1960s, homosexuals in America have been fighting for 
the right to marry, or at least to create more formalized 
relationships, but same sex marriage has become a national 
issue in the last twenty years.

The start of this debate happened in 1993 in Hawaii, when the 
Supreme Court ruled that banning same-sex marriage would 
be unconstitutional, unless the state govt. could show that it 
didn’t

The debate over same-sex marriage has grown, and homosexual 
relationships are gaining more acceptance in our country.





 

Marriage benefits (such as joint ownership, medical decision-making 
capacity) should be available to all couples.



 

“Denying these marriages is a form of minority discrimination. America 
was founded on the concept that the majority should rule, but the rights of minorities should be 
protected. It is the main reason we have a Bill of Rights as well as anti-slavery and equal protection 
amendments. Denying marriage to a homosexual couple is no different than denying marriage to 
Hispanic or black couples.” (http://gaymarriage.procon.org/)



 

More kids would be adopted since gay couples cannot reproduce.



 

Just because some major religions consider same-sex marriage a sin, 
doesn’t mean that we should base our laws on it. 



 

First Amendment of the Constitution clearly states that a person's 
religious views or lack thereof must be protected.



 

Denying same sex couples the right to marry stigmatizes gay and lesbian 
families as inferior and sends the message that it is acceptable to 
discriminate against them.

http://gaymarriage.procon.org/




In 2001, Americans 
opposed same-sex 
marriage by a 57% 
to 35% margin.

Today, the public 
is about evenly 
split.





 

As of Mar. 1, 2012, gay marriage has been legalized in the 
following eight states: Massachusetts (May 17 2004, 
Connecticut (Nov 12, 2008), Iowa (Apr. 24. 2009), Vermont 
(Sep. 1, 2009), New Hampshire (Jan. 1, 2010), New York 
(June 24, 2011), Washington (passed Feb. 14, 2012; effective 
June 24, 2012) and the District of Columbia (Mar. 3, 2010)



 

As of Feb. 14, 2012, 10 out of 194 countries allow same-sex 
couples to marry: The Netherlands (2000), Belgium (2003), 
Canada (2005), Spain (2005),South Africa (2006), Norway 
(2009), Sweden (2009), Argentina (2012), Iceland (2010), and 
Portugal (2010). Gay couples are allowed to wed in parts of 
Brazil and Mexico. 



 

(http://procon.org/)

http://procon.org/
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